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Abstract

One of the hallmarks of cancer is the ability to generate and withstand unusual levels of oxidative stress. In part, this property of tumor cells is conferred by elevation of the cellular redox buffer glutathione. Though enzymes of the glutathione synthesis and salvage pathways have been characterized for several decades, we still lack a comprehensive understanding of their independent and coordinate regulatory mechanisms. Recent studies have further revealed that overall central metabolic pathways are frequently altered in various tumor types, resulting in significant increases in biosynthetic capacity, and feeding into glutathione synthesis. In this review, we will discuss the enzymes and pathways affecting glutathione flux in cancer, and summarize current models for regulating cellular glutathione through both de novo synthesis and efficient salvage. In addition, we examine the integration of glutathione metabolism with other altered fates of intermediary metabolites, and highlight remaining questions about molecular details of the accepted regulatory modes.
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Introduction

Glutathione is a critical low molecular weight thiol that participates in numerous cellular functions in mammalian systems (Figure 1). Intracellular glutathione concentrations range between 0.5 and 10 mM whereas extracellular glutathione concentrations are significantly lower, with estimated values in the micromolar range (Meister and Anderson, 1983). Glutathione is predominantly found in its reduced state (GSH) or as its most commonly observed oxidation product, GSSG, which is formed from two molecules of glutathione.
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linked by a disulfide bond. The GSH/GSSG redox system maintains an overall reducing environment in the cell, with GSH/GSSG ratios ranging from 30:1 to >100:1 in the cytosol, nucleus, and mitochondria. This ratio is considerably lower in the endoplasmic reticulum with values of 1:1 to 3:1 reported, conditions in which disulfide bonds are generated in proteins traversing the secretory pathway (Dickinson and Forman, 2002; Lu, 2009, 2013; Meister and Anderson, 1983). GSSG is converted to its reduced state by glutathione reductase, using NADPH generated primarily by the pentose phosphate pathway (Figure 2).

One of the primary functions of glutathione is cellular detoxification. Glutathione transferases (GST) conjugate the tripeptide via its thiol group to endogenous and exogenous electrophilic compounds (Hayes et al., 2005; Mannervik, 2012; Townsend and Tew, 2003), reducing their reactivity and facilitating their clearance from the cell via members of the multidrug resistance associated protein family (Bachhawat et al., 2013). A comprehensive review of this topic can be found in this volume. The selenocysteine-containing glutathione peroxidases use glutathione to reduce H$_2$O$_2$ or lipid peroxides to water or their corresponding alcohols respectively, generating oxidized glutathione (Brigelius-Flohe and Maiorino, 2013). The glyoxalase system, composed of glyoxalase I and glyoxalase II, also requires GSH to detoxify methylglyoxal, glyoxal and other α-oxoaldehydes (Sousa Silva et al., 2013). However, there is no net oxidation of the cofactor. GSH has also been shown to be involved in the sequestration and transport of metals, including mercury, zinc and copper (Wang and Ballatori, 1998).

In addition to cellular detoxification, members of MAPEG (membrane-associated proteins in eicosanoid and glutathione metabolism) family, which are distantly related to glutathione transferases, contribute to eicosanoid biosynthesis (Hayes et al., 2005). Prostaglandin E synthase converts prostaglandin H$_2$ to prostaglandin E$_2$, using GSH as a cofactor. Leukotriene C$_4$ synthase adds GSH to leukotriene A$_4$ to produce leukotriene C$_4$ (Lam et al., 1994; Welsch et al., 1994; Yoshimoto et al., 1985). The γ-glutamyl peptide bond of the attached glutathione is cleaved by another glutathione metabolic enzyme, γ-glutamyltranspeptidase (GGT5), to generate leukotriene D$_4$ (Carter et al., 1998). Glutathione is also used in the storage and transport of cysteine (Lieberman et al., 1996). A different isozyme of γ-glutamyltranspeptidase (GGT1) initiates the enzymatic cleavage of extracellular glutathione, leading to the degradation of glutathione to its component amino acids (Hanigan and Ricketts, 1993). Cysteine derived from extracellular glutathione is then imported into the cell and used for protein and intracellular glutathione production (discussed below).

The glutaredoxin enzyme family (Lillig et al., 2008) is dependent on the GSH pools maintained by glutathione reductase. Glutaredoxins, also known as thiol transferases, catalyze the reversible glutathionylation of protein thiol groups. Dithiol glutaredoxins have an active site Cys-X-X-Cys motif and reduce selected protein disulfides at the expense of two molecules of GSH, generating GSSG. Monothiol glutaredoxins, such Grx5 in humans, retain the N-terminal cysteine residue of this motif. Glutaredoxins have been shown to be critical in iron-sulfur cluster assembly, and to catalyze the reduction of dehydroascorbate to ascorbate.
Given the diverse functions of glutathione, from involvement in signaling pathways to cellular detoxification, aberrant glutathione metabolism has been observed in multiple disease states. GSH levels are known to diminish with increased age and these reduced GSH levels are correlated with increased oxidative damage. In the human eye, GSH levels have been shown to drop significantly and this diminution may contribute to cataract formation (Fan et al., 2012; Harding, 1970). Similarly, brain GSH levels are lower in patients suffering from neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer's and psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia (Currais and Maher, 2013).

A recent comprehensive study evaluated previously reported GSH levels in numerous cancer types relative to normal controls (Gamcsik et al., 2012). In general, GSH levels were found to be higher in many cancer types, including head and neck, breast, ovarian, colorectal, and lung. This in agreement with the long held hypothesis that rapidly dividing tumor cells experience increased levels of oxidative stress and require higher levels of GSH. In addition, elevated GSH in concert with higher glutathione transferase expression protects these cells against administered chemotherapeutic agents (Hayes et al., 2005; Townsend and Tew, 2003). However, GSH levels tended to be lower in other cancers, including liver and brain, suggesting the contributions of GSH to disease progression may be more complex than anticipated (Gamcsik et al., 2012).

Glutathione Homeostasis

GSH biosynthesis requires sufficient quantities of glutamate, cysteine, and glycine to maintain appropriate levels of the tripeptide. As discussed below, availability of these precursors reflects the overall metabolic status of the cell. Meister and co-workers proposed a γ-glutamyl cycle (Figure 3) to highlight the central role of GSH in amino acid uptake (Meister, 1973, 1974; Orlowski and Meister, 1970). In this proposed pathway, GSH is synthesized by the sequential action of two ATP-dependent ligases, glutamate cysteine ligase (GCL) and glutathione synthetase (GS). Human GCL, also known as γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase, is composed of a 73 kDa catalytic subunit (GCLC) and a 31 kDa regulatory subunit (GCLM). GCL catalyzes the formation of a peptide bond between the γ-carboxylate of glutamate and the α-amino group of cysteine (Orlowski and Meister, 1971) and is the rate-limiting enzyme in GSH biosynthesis. GS then couples the α-carboxylate of γ-glutamylcysteine to the α-amino group of glycine to produce glutathione (Snoke and Bloch, 1955).

Although several plasma membrane transporters capable of importing intact glutathione have been identified (reviewed in Bachhawat et al., 2013)), the primary means of importing glutathione into a cell appears to be through a scavenging pathway (Lieberman et al., 1996; Lu, 2013). The salvage of extracellular glutathione is initiated by γ-glutamyltranspeptidase (GGT), a membrane anchored glycosylated enzyme that cleaves the γ-glutamyl peptide bond of glutathione (Ikeda and Taniguchi, 2005; Keillor et al., 2005; Kinlough et al., 2005). The enzyme reaction proceeds via a γ-glutamyl enzyme intermediate, in which the γ-glutamyl moiety is covalently linked to the threonine nucleophile at the active site. The released cysteinylglycine is then cleaved to its component amino acids by a dipeptidase (Dickinson and Forman, 2002; Lu, 2013), and imported into the cell. The acyl-enzyme intermediate of
γ-glutamyltranspeptidase is resolved by the nucleophilic attack of water or another amino acid/peptide to generate glutamate or a new γ-glutamyl peptide, respectively. Studies by Meister and colleagues suggested that the transpeptidation reaction was preferred and facilitated the import of amino acids into the cell (Meister, 1974; Orlowski and Meister, 1970; Thompson and Meister, 1975). γ-Glutamylcyclotransferase (GGCT) cyclizes the γ-glutamyl moiety of the imported peptides to produce 5-oxoproline, also known as pyroglutamate or pyrrolidone carboxylate, and liberates the coupled amino acid or peptide (Board et al., 1978; Oakley et al., 2008; Orlowski et al., 1969). To complete the proposed cycle, human 5-oxoprolinase (OPLAH), a 275 kDa homodimer, couples ATP hydrolysis to the opening of the ring structure to generate glutamate (Van der Werf et al., 1971; Van Der Werf et al., 1974).

Now that each of the enzymes of the cycle has been identified and characterized, studies that address the concerted functionality of this pathway can be undertaken. Although the requirement of GCL and GS for glutathione biosynthesis is well documented, the contributions of the salvage pathway enzymes remain open for debate. Genome sequencing has led to the identification of close homologues of glutathione salvage enzymes in organisms that do not appear to synthesize glutathione and therefore may have alternate functions, as discussed below. Other studies suggest the cycle is not as straightforward as proposed. For example, although the transpeptidase activity of GGT was proposed to be required for amino acid import (Meister, 1973; Orlowski and Meister, 1970; Sekura and Meister, 1974), GGT null mice produced viable offspring (Lieberman et al., 1996). In addition, the observed phenotypic changes could be ameliorated by supplementation with N-acetylcysteine, a cysteine surrogate, suggesting that the primary function of GGT is to liberate cysteine from glutathione produced in the liver for biosynthetic purposes in peripheral tissue. Thus, regulation of glutathione metabolism is more complex than originally suggested and further work is needed to understand the contributions of glutathione to disease progression.

Glutathione Biosynthesis

**Glutamate cysteine ligase**—Human GCL (Figure 4) catalyzes the rate-limiting step in glutathione biosynthesis and its activity is subject to multiple levels of regulation (Griffith and Mulcahy, 1999; Lu, 2013). Transcriptional regulation of the catalytic and regulatory subunits of the enzyme is mediated through several established pathways including Nrf2-Keap1 and NFoxB (Griffith and Mulcahy, 1999; Lu, 2013). GCL is also extensively regulated at the protein level. The enzyme is feedback inhibited by glutathione (Richman and Meister, 1975), and is allosterically activated by addition of the regulatory subunit (GCLM) to the catalytic subunit (GCLC). The resulting heterodimer is 2 – 5 fold more efficient in the production of glutathione, due to improved catalytic efficiency of the enzyme and alleviation of feedback inhibition by glutathione (Backos et al., 2011; Lu, 2013). The relative ratio of GCLM/GCLC differs considerably from tissue to tissue, and this site specific ratio may largely dictate glutathione production (Chen et al., 2005). Formation of the GCL heterodimer has been examined in human and closely related systems, but the molecular details of how complex formation improves flux through the biosynthetic
pathway are not clear. This section summarizes published regulatory models and addresses associated limitations that leave the models open to further interpretation.

**Redox regulation:** An attractive model of redox regulation of complex formation was postulated based on the observation of a disulfide linked species in the early preparations of the enzyme purified from rat kidney (Huang et al., 1993; Seelig et al., 1984). The model suggested that at lower reduced glutathione concentration, a disulfide bond would form between the catalytic and modifier subunits and increase activity to produce more glutathione. Once glutathione levels were restored, the disulfide bond would be reduced, the complex would no longer be stabilized, and flux through the glutathione biosynthetic pathway would slow. However, the identities of these cysteine residues have not been established. Studies of Drosophila GCL indicate that an intersubunit disulfide bond can be formed but it is not required for allosteric activation of the enzyme (Fraser et al., 2003). The disulfide linked species is a relatively minor fraction of the total enzyme in mouse tissue, and the holoenzyme forms readily without any oxidation (Krejsa et al., 2010). Unpublished work from our group using recombinant GCLC and GCLM suggests that although a disulfide can form, it is not required for stabilization of the human GCLC/GCLM complex or activation of the enzyme. However, agents that stimulate oxidative stress (e.g. pherone, H₂O₂) have been shown to rapidly increase GCL activity independently of increased enzyme expression suggesting that other cysteine oxidation events may indeed regulate GCL activity (Krejsa et al., 2010; Ochi, 1995, 1996). However, oxidized species of GCL have not been detected.

**Phosphorylation:** Additional post-translational modifications of human GCL have been reported. Hormone-mediated phosphorylation of rat liver GCL resulted in modest but significant reductions of enzymatic activity and correspondingly lower levels of glutathione (Lu et al., 1991). Subsequent studies indicated that protein kinase A (PKA), protein kinase C (PKC) and Ca²⁺/calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CKII) could each phosphorylate the catalytic subunit of GCL in vitro, resulting in an approximately 20% reduction in Vₘₐₓ (Sun et al., 1996). Although the precise site(s) of phosphorylation were not identified, the authors suggested that Thr 132, Thr 188, Ser 331, Thr 506, Ser 567 and Ser 591 are potential CKII target sites. Examination of a homology model of GCLC generated using the Phyre2 webservice (Kelley and Sternberg, 2009) suggests that, with the exception of Ser 591, each of these residues is relatively solvent accessible and thus a possible candidate for phosphorylation. Of the remaining residues, Thr 188 (Figure 4) is located on the periphery of the enzyme active site and its phosphorylation could impact substrate binding and/or catalysis. However, direct identification of specific phosphorylation sites has not been done to establish the biological significance of phosphorylation given the relatively modest, yet significant, reduction in enzymatic activity.

**Proteolysis:** During apoptosis, caspase-3 cleaves the catalytic subunit of GCL into 60 kDa and 13 kDa fragments, and this modification may contribute to reduced cellular GSH levels observed during this process (Siitonen et al., 1999). The site of proteolytic cleavage was mapped to Asp 499 by mutational analysis (Franklin et al., 2002). In a recent review, the authors indicated that in vitro cleavage of recombinant GCLC by caspase-3 did not impact...
the overall structure of GCLC or its enzymatic activity (Franklin et al., 2009). Examination of a homology model of human GCL (Willis et al., 2011) indicates that Asp 499 is predicted to be in an extended surface exposed loop remote from the enzyme active site and that cleavage would not directly impact the core structural features (Figure 4). Thus, it is unclear how significant this observation is, with respect to maintenance of glutathione levels.

**Lipid adducts:** A reactive product of lipid peroxidation, 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal, was shown to rapidly increase GCL activity and GSH levels in the lung adenocarcinoma line, A549 (Backos et al., 2011). A corresponding increase in isolated catalytic subunit activity was observed with 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal treatment. Modification of Cys 553 by 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal at a 100-fold molar excess resulted in an approximately two-fold increase in $V_{\text{max}}$ and modest reductions in the $K_m$ values for glutamate and ATP. Comparable results were observed with another cysteine modifying agent, N-ethylmaleimide, suggesting that any number of modifications of this cysteine residue may activate the enzyme. Within the regulatory subunit, Cys 35 was identified as the primary site of modification by 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal. Isolated subunits when pre-incubated with 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal had impaired ability to form the holoenzyme. Modification of Cys 553 of GCLC impaired but did not completely block complex formation whereas modification of Cys 35 of GCLM precluded subunit association. A telling observation was that in the preformed complex, only Cys 35 was reactive with 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal, suggesting that Cys 553 may be inaccessible to chemical modification in the complex. Conversely, Cys 35 is solvent accessible in either case and is considerably more reactive than any of the other 5 cysteine residues of GCLM. These studies clearly indicate that Cys 553 of GCLC and Cys 35 of GCLM are reactive towards alkylating agents and these modifications impact GCL function in vitro, but direct adduct formation was not demonstrated in cell lysates or tissue samples.

**Glycation:** Recently, glycation of GCLM and GCLC has also been reported and this post-translational modification was shown to impact heterodimer formation, with modest effects on kinetic constants (Backos et al., 2013). Pre-treatment of individual subunits with 2-deoxy-D-ribose as a chemical modifier impaired heterodimer formation, but treatment of the holoenzyme had no apparent effect on oligomeric state. Extended incubations with 30 mM 2-deoxy-D-ribose (24 h) resulted in decreased activities for GCLC alone and the holoenzyme complex with no significant effects on the $K_m$ values for each substrate. Similarly, $K_i$ values for glutathione remained unchanged. These results suggest that glycation inactivated the enzyme directly but slowly over time. As with 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal modification, glycation products of GCLC and GCLM were not identified in biological samples. Similarly, attempts to identify the sites of modification using recombinant protein were unsuccessful so it is difficult to assign functional significance to this observation. Cys 553 has been previously implicated in GCL complex formation (Tu and Anders, 1998) and thiol modification at this position may be an important mode of regulation. However, direct evidence for modification at Cys 553 under physiologically relevant conditions was not shown.

**Glutathione Synthetase**—GS is largely overlooked when considering the regulation of cellular glutathione levels. Human GS is a homodimeric enzyme that has been extensively
characterized using both structural (Gogos and Shapiro, 2002) and kinetic approaches (Brown et al., 2011; Dinescu et al., 2010; Dinescu et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2000; Slavens et al., 2011; Snoke and Bloch, 1955). It is a member of the ATP-grasp superfamily (Fawaz et al., 2011) and rapidly catalyzes the ligation of \( \gamma \)-glutamylcysteine and glycine to generate glutathione. Based on these kinetic studies, flux through the glutathione biosynthetic pathway is thought to be largely controlled by GCL activity (Backos et al., 2011; Lu, 2013). Unlike GCL, GS is not feedback inhibited by GSH nor does it have an associated regulatory subunit. Furthermore, there have been no validated reports of post-translational modification of GS having any impact on enzymatic activity. As such, GS activity appears to be primarily controlled at the level of transcription and substrate availability.

GSH in development—Targeted disruption of either glutathione synthetase (Winkler et al., 2011) or the catalytic subunit of GCL (Dalton et al., 2000; Shi et al., 2000) results in an embryonic lethal phenotype in null homozygous mice, demonstrating the central importance of glutathione in development. Although GS null mice were not viable, heterozygous mice had no discernable phenotype other than a 50% reduction both in protein levels and enzymatic activity. Glutathione levels were normal and \( \gamma \)-glutamylcysteine did not accumulate, supporting the assertion that GCL activity is typically the limiting factor in glutathione production (Winkler et al., 2011). Similarly, heterozygous GCLC-deficient mice had no overt phenotype, but had approximately two-fold reductions in GCLC levels and GCLC activity (Dalton et al., 2000; Shi et al., 2000). However, glutathione levels were only reduced by approximately 20%, suggesting other compensatory mechanisms in heterozygous mice (Dalton et al., 2000). A liver-specific targeted disruption of GCLC did not impact embryogenesis or development, but severe abnormalities of the liver manifested within four weeks of birth (Chen et al., 2007). Plasma glutathione levels were reduced dramatically, although glutathione levels in peripheral tissues remained relatively unchanged. In contrast, GCLM deficient mice have less dramatic phenotypes (Yang et al., 2002). Without its regulatory subunit, GCLC activity and glutathione levels are reduced to between 10 – 40% of wild-type mice depending on the tissue, but no overt phenotype is observed in the absence of an applied stress.

GSH and cancer—Increased glutathione synthesis and the resulting lower levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) have been suggested to confer a growth advantage to cancer cells (Traverso et al., 2013). In several human cancer types, including liver, skin, colorectal, lung, head and neck, breast, and prostate cancers, GCLC and glutathione levels are increased relative to normal tissue (Gamekik et al., 2012). In a study involving human breast tumors, subpopulations of cancer stem cells were shown to have lower levels of ROS primarily through increased expression of GCLM and GS (Diehn et al., 2009). Pharmacological inhibition of glutathione synthesis by L-S,R-buthionine sulfoximine in these cancer stem cells reduced their ability to form colonies and increased their sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Similarly, L-S,R-buthionine sulfoximine treatment of MDA-MB231 human breast carcinoma cells enhanced 2-deoxy-D-glucose–induced cytotoxicity (Andringa et al., 2006). Experimentally induced reductions of GCLC protein levels and corresponding reductions in intracellular glutathione sensitized human colon cancer cells to cisplatin (Iida et al., 2001). Prenatal exposure to benzo[a]pyrene, a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, led to increased...
premature ovarian failure and ovarian tumorigenesis in GCLM null mice relative to controls, due to their diminished glutathione levels (Lim et al., 2013). This subset of studies highlights the therapeutic potential of targeting GSH homeostasis in a variety of cancer types.

Glutathione Salvage

γ-Glutamyltranspeptidase

GGT initiates the degradation of extracellular glutathione. There are 7 potential full-length isoforms of the enzyme but only GGT1 and GGT5 have been validated as active transeptidases (Heisterkamp et al., 2008). GGT1 is the canonical GGT, found at the surface of epithelial cells and involved in glutathione salvage, whereas GGT5 appears to be primarily involved in leukotriene biosynthesis as well as the degradation of select glutathione conjugates (Carter et al., 1998). GGT is a member of the N-terminal nucleophile (Ntn) superfamily, which is functionally defined by an autocatalytic cleavage reaction that generates a new N-terminal residue within the protein (Oinonen and Rouvinen, 2000). This residue then serves as the nucleophile in the enzyme catalyzed reaction. Considerable detail is known about this autoprocessing and activation event based on studies of GGT from several model organisms (Boanca et al., 2006; Boanca et al., 2007; Castonguay et al., 2003; Okada et al., 2006, 2007; Suzuki and Kumagai, 2002). Interestingly, organisms that do not maintain an intracellular pool of glutathione (e.g. H. pylori) express GGT, suggesting that its main function is salvage of glutathione to provide a growth advantage (Shibayama et al., 2007). Recently, the crystal structure of human GGT1 was determined which will aid in detailed mechanistic and inhibitor design studies (West et al., 2013). A comprehensive review of GGT can be found within this volume.

In response to oxidative stress, glutathione and glutathione conjugates are actively transported out the cell by multidrug resistance-associated proteins (Bachhawat et al., 2013). To recover the rapidly exported glutathione and glutathione conjugates, GGT initiates salvage, cleaving the γ-glutamyl peptide bond to generate cysteinylglycine and transferring the γ-glutamyl group to another amino acid or peptide. Intriguingly, Meister and co-workers provided evidence that the γ-glutamyl group could be transferred to cystine, imported into the cell, and reduced intracellularly to generate γ-glutamylcysteine independently of GCL (Thompson and Meister, 1975). The cysteinylglycine liberated is proposed to be cleaved by non-specific dipeptidases and cysteine and glycine imported into the cell. PEPT2, a di- and tripeptide transporter, has also been demonstrated to contribute to uptake of the intact cysteinylglycine (Frey et al., 2007).

γ-Glutamylcyclotransferase

Imported γ-glutamylpeptides are processed in the cell by GGCT, which cyclizes glutamate, generating 5-oxoproline and the free amino acid or peptide. Although GGCT was first purified nearly 40 years ago (Board et al., 1978; Orlowski et al., 1969; Palekar et al., 1974), the gene encoding this enzyme has only recently been identified (Oakley et al., 2008). It shares sequence and structural similarity to γ-glutamylamine cyclotransferase, which degrades γ-glutamyl-ε-lysine liberated from proteins covalently crosslinked by
transglutaminases (Oakley et al., 2010). Furthermore, this enzyme family is broadly represented in bacteria, plants, and other higher eukaryotes. Initial studies by Meister and co-workers indicated that GGCT purified from rat liver has relatively broad substrate specificity, consistent with the relatively non-specific transfer of a \( \gamma \)-glutamyl moiety to acceptor substrates by GGT. These observations led to the proposal of a GGT/GGCT pathway for import of amino acids, as a component function of the \( \gamma \)-glutamyl cycle (Orlowski et al., 1969; Palekar et al., 1974). However, GGCT involvement in amino acid salvage has not been directly demonstrated using systems in which enzyme expression has been experimentally altered. Since the substrate specificity of human GGCT has not been extensively characterized, it remains unclear if the enzyme is involved in amino acid import, intracellular cleavage of \( \gamma \)-glutamylcysteine (Oakley et al., 2008), or apoptotic signaling (Masuda et al., 2006).

Several recent reports have suggested that increased expression of GGCT, initially designated as C7orf24, may have utility as a tumor marker. Using a proteomics approach, GGCT was found at higher levels in bladder urothelial carcinoma samples relative to normal controls. Manipulation of GGCT expression indicated that the enzyme provided a growth advantage to cancerous cells by an unknown mechanism (Kageyama et al., 2007). In human osteosarcoma, enzyme levels were considerably higher both in cell lines and primary tumors (Uejima et al., 2011). Knockdown of GGCT by siRNA resulted in cells with slower cell growth rates, increased clustering, and reduced invasiveness and motility as measured by standard \textit{in vitro} methods, consistent with GGCT being involved in tumor progression (Uejima et al., 2011). Similarly, reduction of GGCT levels by siRNA inhibited the growth of human lung squamous cell carcinoma in a mouse model (Hama et al., 2012). GGCT is an effective diagnostic marker in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, where higher levels of expression correlate with a more aggressive phenotype (Takemura et al., 2014). Unfortunately, the impacts on GSH levels within the cell were not reported in those studies in which GGCT levels were manipulated. Promoter analysis of GGCT suggests that its expression is cell-cycle dependent, consistent with a potential role in cancer cell proliferation (Ohno et al., 2011). In contrast, GGCT was initially characterized as a novel cytochrome c releasing factor, and overexpression in HeLa cells resulted in apoptosis, suggesting that GGCT may have alternate metabolic functions in different cell types (Masuda et al., 2006).

\textbf{5-Oxoprolinase}

Historically, the primary functions of 5-oxoprolinase (OPLAH) have been associated with glutathione salvage, with the enzyme catalyzing the ATP-dependent cleavage of 5-oxoproline to generate glutamate to complete the pathway (Griffith et al., 1978; Orlowski and Meister, 1970; Van der Werf et al., 1971). Recently, studies of the \( \gamma \)-glutamyl cycle suggest that 5-oxoproline levels may reflect nutritional status, particularly with respect to glycine availability (Friesen et al., 2007). When glycine becomes limiting, increased levels of 5-oxoproline are observed, stimulating amino acid uptake. This is consistent with the observation that 5-oxoproline levels increase dramatically in GS deficiency (Dahl et al., 1997; Wellner et al., 1974). This led to the suggestion that the conversion of \( \gamma \)-glutamylcysteine to 5-oxoproline and cysteine by GGCT may be the major source of 5-
oxoproline (Oakley et al., 2008). However, there are examples of patients that present with 5-oxoprolinuria who have normal circulating glutathione concentrations despite increased 5-oxoproline levels (Calpena et al., 2013). These levels show glutathione homeostasis is normal in these patients. Therefore, 5-oxoproline may have additional functions, perhaps as a glutamate reservoir. In addition, the coordinate regulation of GGCT and OPLAH may provide another level of control in glutathione biosynthesis.

OPLAH protein levels and activity have been shown to decrease in some human tumor tissues, including lung and colon, although the extent and overall pattern are not conclusive (Chen et al., 1998). The authors suggest that differential expression of OPLAH between normal and cancerous tissue may be exploited by the use of the cysteine pro-drug, L-2-oxothiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid (OTZ). OPLAH can hydrolyze OTZ, and the resulting product spontaneously decarboxylates to generate cysteine. In this fashion, GSH production would be bolstered in normal cells relative to cancer cells. However, OPLAH levels are elevated in ovarian cancer (Chien et al., 2009) and unchanged in colon cancer (Chen et al., 1998), illustrating potential pitfalls of this general approach. In searching for potential cancer biomarkers, several groups have identified 5-oxoproline as a biomolecule that is more abundant in tumor cells, such as nasopharyngeal carcinoma (Tang et al., 2011) and bladder cancer (Kim et al., 2010). In addition, comparison of genome-wide methylation status in normal versus colorectal cancer cells revealed as a potential biomarker (Naumov et al., 2013). A comparable study also identified OPLAH as a potential marker in gastric cancer (Nanjo et al., 2012). In each of these studies, there was no direct association between OPLAH and glutathione metabolism reported. Given the diversity of metabolic fates for glutamate, it is likely that the originally proposed γ-glutamyl cycle is overly simplistic and comprehensive metabolic labeling studies are needed to examine flux of intermediates through the proposed cycle.

**Precursor Availability**

An often overlooked determinant of cellular glutathione levels is precursor availability. Glutamate, cysteine, and glycine are amino acids that intersect with major metabolic hubs that reflect on nitrogen and sulfur metabolism, one-carbon metabolism, and overall energy levels within the cell (Figure 5). Although cysteine is generally considered the limiting component of glutathione biosynthesis, glutamate and glycine partitioning can impact glutathione levels. An emerging trend in tumor cell biology is the concept of metabolic reprogramming to meet core demands on bioenergetics, biosynthesis, and redox homeostasis (Cairns et al., 2011). For example, Nrf2 is a well-studied transcriptional regulator responsible for mounting a response to xenobiotic and oxidative stress (Jaramillo and Zhang, 2013; Sporn and Liby, 2012). In addition to its involvement in the production of detoxifying enzymes, Nrf2 has recently been shown to participate in metabolic reprogramming, diverting glucose and glutamine to biosynthetic pathways (Mitsuishi et al., 2012). As discussed below, Nrf2 promotes purine nucleotide synthesis and glutamine metabolism. Stimulation of these pathways also provides precursors for increased glutathione synthesis and reducing equivalents, generated via the pentose phosphate pathway, to maintain GSH pools.
Glutamate/Glutamine

Central to the concept of metabolic reprogramming is glutamine bioavailability, as some cancer cells have been shown to depend heavily on this amino acid for rapid proliferation and protection against ROS (Daye and Wellen, 2012; DeBerardinis et al., 2007; Le et al., 2012). Although considered a non-essential amino acid under normal metabolic conditions, glutamine becomes a conditional essential amino acid, needed for biosynthetic purposes. Glutamine can serve as a nitrogen donor in the production of amino sugars, nucleotides, and other amino acids. After donation of the γ-amino group, the remaining glutamate can be incorporated directly into glutathione or transformed into proline. Alternatively, its α-amino group can serve as a nitrogen donor via transamination to produce aspartate and alanine from oxaloacetate and pyruvate respectively, and through more complex biosynthesis pathways, integrated into threonine, serine, glycine, and cysteine. The residual carbon skeleton, α-ketoglutarate, can then feed into the citric acid cycle. As such, glutamine/glutamate availability is directly tied to biosynthesis of key biomolecules.

The complex regulatory network that controls glutamine metabolism shares considerable overlap with pathways implicated in tumor progression. Glutamine is rapidly taken up in HeLa (cervical adenocarcinoma) and RT112 (urinary bladder carcinoma) cells by SLC1A5 in a Na⁺-dependent manner. Accumulated intracellular glutamine drives the uptake of essential amino acids via SLC7A5/SLC3A2 mediated antiport (Nicklin et al., 2009). The resulting increase of intracellular leucine levels activates the mTORC1 pathway, and the increased availability of amino acid precursors stimulates proliferation. In contrast, mTORC1 signaling does not need to be primed by glutamine uptake in the breast cancer line, MCF-7, as sufficient levels of glutamine are present (Nicklin et al., 2009).

c-Myc has been shown to increase SLC1A5 and SLC7A5 mRNA levels and to stimulate glutaminolysis through suppression of miR-23a/b in human P-493 B lymphoma cells and PC3 prostate cancer cells (Gao et al., 2009). The resulting increase in mitochondrial glutaminase expression (GLS1) promoted flux through the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and more robust glutathione biosynthesis. siRNA-mediated knockdown of GLS1 in both the lymphoma and prostate cancer cell lines resulted in reduced ATP levels, diminished glutathione levels, and increased levels of ROS, firmly establishing glutamine metabolism as a target of c-Myc and as a potential target for cancer therapeutics.

Phosphate-activated mitochondrial glutaminase (GLS2) has also been shown to initiate glutaminolysis to protect against ROS through increased glutathione production (Suzuki et al., 2010). However, GLS2 has different kinetic constants and tissue distribution relative to GLS1, and is under the control of p53, a tumor suppressor. In this context, GLS2 is thought to contribute to tumor suppression as its overexpression inhibits tumor cell growth in cell culture models and GLS2 expression levels are down in liver tumors. In addition to stimulating GLS2 expression, p53 also activates TP53-inducible glycolysis and apoptosis regulator (TIGAR), which stimulates the pentose phosphate pathway, resulting in increased NADPH levels and, through the action of glutathione reductase, increased GSH/GSSG ratios. Although induction of GLS1 or GLS2 leads to increased antioxidant capacity as a result of increases in reduced glutathione levels, the opposing effects of GLS1 and GLS2 in
tumor progression suggest that the timing of and the flux through glutaminolysis can lead to tumor promotion or suppression.

Cysteine

As discussed above, studies of GGT1 null mice suggested that one of the primary functions of glutathione was to serve as a means of conveyance for cysteine from the liver to peripheral tissue (Lieberman et al., 1996). This assertion is supported by the observation that the addition of N-acetylcysteine to the diet nearly restored the growth rate of the null animals. Thus, the GGT1-initiated degradation of glutathione ultimately leads to the liberation and import of cysteine into the cell. GGT1 expression is upregulated in several cancer types (Pompella et al., 2007; Strasak et al., 2008), and the prevailing hypothesis is that the ability to effectively scavenge extracellular glutathione confers a growth advantage to these metabolically demanding cells (Hanigan et al., 1999).

Another source of cysteine for glutathione biosynthesis originates from methionine (Lu and Mato, 2012). Methionine adenosyltransferase catalyzes the formation of S-adenosylmethionine (AdoMet, SAM) from methionine and ATP. AdoMet serves as a potent methyl donor in hundreds of biologically significant reactions with concomitant production of S-adenosylhomocysteine. Hydrolysis of S-adenosylhomocysteine produces homocysteine that can be converted to methionine by either methionine synthase, using 5-methyltetrahydrofolate as a methyl donor, or betaine homocysteine methyltransferase, which requires the choline metabolite, betaine. Alternatively, homocysteine can be partitioned into the transsulfuration pathway in which two PLP-dependent enzymes, cystathionine β-synthase and cystathionine γ-lyase, catalyze the condensation of homocysteine and serine to produce cystathionine, and its subsequent cleavage to α-ketobutyrate and cysteine.

A significant fraction of cysteine for glutathione biosynthesis can be produced via the transsulfuration pathway. For example, approximately half of the cysteine used for glutathione biosynthesis in HepG2 cells is acquired through the transsulfuration pathway (Mosharov et al., 2000). In contrast to the conclusions drawn from the studies of GGT1 null mice, targeted disruption of GCLC in hepatocytes did not lead to dramatic reductions in cysteine or glutathione levels in extrahepatic tissue (Chen et al., 2007). This suggests that tissues can derive significant amounts of cysteine from methionine, and are not solely dependent on salvage of cysteine from circulating glutathione.

Cystine import has recently emerged as an important process in maintaining intracellular cysteine levels. System x_cis a cysteine/glutamate antiporter composed of two subunits, xCT and 4F2 heavy chain. xCT null mice have higher plasma levels of cysteine and lower circulating levels of glutathione (Sato et al., 2005). Although not required for normal development, xCT is important in maintaining plasma redox balance, and there is considerable evidence that cystine is vital for cancer cell survival. Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia cells do not efficiently uptake cystine and require co-culture with bone-marrow-derived stromal cells to maintain cellular glutathione levels (Zhang et al., 2012). The stromal cells have high levels of system x_cis and rapidly assimilate cystine, which is reduced intracellularly and secreted back into the microenvironment. The chronic lymphocytic leukaemia cells use the secreted cysteine for glutathione production and improved resistance.
to oxidative stress. Cancer stem cells have elevated levels of CD44 variants that have been shown to stabilize xCT, increasing cystine import and leading to increased intracellular glutathione levels (Ishimoto et al., 2011). In addition, Nrf2 signaling stimulates the expression of xCT to help combat increasing levels of oxidative stress (Sasaki et al., 2002).

**Glycine**

Glycine represents another critical biomolecule that connects glutathione to other metabolic processes (Locasale, 2013). Metabolic profiling studies have demonstrated that significant amounts of 3-phosphoglycerate are diverted from glycolysis into serine and ultimately glycine biosynthesis in cultured cancer cell lines (Jain et al., 2012). Phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase, which catalyzes the committed step in this biosynthetic pathway, has been found to be upregulated in many human cancer samples (Locasale et al., 2011). Additional studies have shown that glycine is used for the biosynthesis of purines in rapidly dividing cancer cells and may potentially serve as a one-carbon donor for downstream methylation events. In these studies, a significant fraction of exogenously added glycine was incorporated into glutathione. Overall, it was estimated that approximately two thirds of the total intracellular glycine arose from biosynthesis and the remainder from exogenous sources (Jain et al., 2012). The partitioning of glycine into its various metabolic fates allows cancer cells to control proliferation rates and increases capacity to combat oxidative stress.

**Remaining questions and emerging pathways**

**5-Oxoproline**

Although there have been a number of correlative and observational studies that indicate dynamic variations in 5-oxoproline levels, the precise cellular functions of 5-oxoproline beyond GSH salvage remain unclear. The concentrations in normal human plasma and various tissues are between 20 and 50 μM (Van Der Werf et al., 1975), but can reach several millimolar in pathological conditions, leading to anion gap metabolic acidosis and ataxia (Ristoff and Larsson, 2007). Several studies have suggested that 5-oxoproline levels indicate the availability of glycine and/or cysteine (Metges et al., 2000). In normal individuals consuming a low protein diet, elevated 5-oxoproline levels were reduced with increased protein content or supplementation with other sources of nitrogen, such as urea (Jackson et al., 1996). When cysteine is limiting, the γ-glutamylphosphate intermediate of GCL can spontaneously cyclize to form 5-oxoproline (Orlowski and Meister, 1971). Increased urinary excretion of 5-oxoproline has been noted in children gaining weight rapidly during recovery from severe malnutrition. Glycine supplementation restored 5-oxoproline to normal levels, suggesting that excess γ-glutamylcysteine was being converted to 5-oxoproline and cysteine (Meakins et al., 1998; Persaud et al., 1996). Similarly, a study of pregnant women and their newborn infants has shown an inverse correlation between 5-oxoproline and dimethylglycine, a glycine precursor (Friesen et al., 2007). Given the number of nutritional states that lead to increased 5-oxoproline production, it is surprising that OPLAH is not more effective in hydrolyzing this metabolite.

5-oxoprolinuria has been shown to be associated with urea cycle defects, such as ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency and carbamoyl phosphate synthetase deficiency (Mayatepek,
1999). Nephropathic cystinosis mimics the effects of cysteine deficiency and results from a
 genetic defect in the lysosomal cystine transporter, which leads to a high level of cystine
 accumulation in the lysosome with corresponding low levels of cysteine in the cytosol
 (Kumar and Bachhawat, 2010). Similarly, defects in cystathionine synthase, which converts
 homocysteine to cysteine, leads to elevated 5-oxoproline levels as well. Homocysteine can
 replace cysteine as a substrate for GCL, forming \( \gamma \)-glutamylhomocysteine. However, this
dipeptide is not tolerated by GS, and is efficiently processed by GGCT to generate 5-
oxoproline and homocysteine (Stokke et al., 1982). Perhaps 5-oxoproline can serve as a
 signaling molecule to alter metabolism and limit flux through unproductive metabolic
 pathways.

As with GGT1, OPLAH is a highly conserved enzyme across diverse species. For example,
human and *Methanosarcina acetivorans* 5-oxoprolinase share ~45% sequence identity over
the length of this nearly 1300 amino acid protein. This striking conservation is more
remarkable considering that *M. acetivorans* do not appear to synthesize glutathione or have
close homologues of either GGT or GGCT, suggesting that the enzyme may have additional
enzymatic activities. Eukaryotic 5-oxoprolinases are homodimeric enzymes with two
hydantoinase domains (HyuA and HyuB) per subunit. Hydantoinases can act on a number of
5- and 6-membered ring substrates, perhaps indicating that OPLAH may hydrolyze other
substrates besides 5-oxoproline. Studies on the enzymatic properties of OPLAH have been
relatively limited, and a large range of kinetic constants has been observed (Kumar and
Bachhawat, 2010; Ohkama-Ohtsu et al., 2008; Williamson and Meister, 1982). The enzyme
appears to require both monovalent and divalent cations to maintain catalytic activity and is
stabilized by the presence of 5-oxoproline. Oxidation of the protein leads to inactivation
(Van der Werf et al., 1971; Watanabe et al., 2004). A large-scale study by Ischiropoulos et
al. reported that 5-oxoprolinase in mouse kidney, liver, and lung is S-nitrosylated (Doulias et
al., 2013). The impacts of nitrosylation on the enzyme activity and stability have yet to be
elucidated, but it is possible that some of the 24 cysteine residues found in human OPLAH
may be sites of post-translational regulation. Addition studies are warranted to define the
breadth of reactions catalyzed by OPLAH.

**ChaC1**

An exciting development has been the identification of a cytosolic pathway for the
degradation of glutathione (Kumar et al., 2012). Human ChaC1 has the ability to cleave the
\( \gamma \)-glutamyl group from glutathione specifically, as the enzyme had minimal activity with \( \gamma \)-
glutamyl dipeptide substrates. The observed kinetic constants suggest ChaC1 activity is
physiologically relevant, as the measured \( K_{\text{m}} \) for glutathione was approximately 3 mM.
Homology modeling of human ChaC1 indicated that the enzyme adopts a fold similar to
GTXT, despite low sequence identity. The validity of the model was confirmed by
mutational analysis of ChaC1, in which a structurally conserved glutamate, Glu 116, was
demonstrated to be critical for catalysis. In an organic sulphur auxotroph strain of
*S. cerevisiae*, ChaC1 expression conferred the ability to grow on glutathione as the sole
sulfur source. Its ability to initiate glutathione degradation is consistent with the recent
observation that amino acid starvation induced by bacterial pathogens leads to dramatic
upregulation of ChaC1 expression (Tattoli et al., 2012).
ChaC1 was initially identified as part of the Unfolded Protein Response (UPR) cascade, downstream of ATF4 (Mungrue et al., 2009). Overexpression of ChaC1 led to apoptosis whereas knockdown by siRNA attenuated apoptosis in HEK293 cells, consistent with its involvement in the UPR. Its ability to cleave the γ-glutamyl peptide bond of glutathione likely facilitates apoptosis, as lower GSH levels are a hallmark of this process. Similarly, in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma cells overexpression of ChaC1 resulted in slower proliferation rates and induced apoptosis (Joo et al., 2012). In contrast, neither overexpression nor reduction of ChaC1 protein levels impacted apoptosis in breast cancer and ovarian cancer lines. siRNA mediated knockdown of ChaC1 resulted in reduced migration and proliferation, whereas overexpression of ChaC1 increased migration and proliferation (Goebel et al., 2012). An analysis of human breast and ovarian tumors indicated that higher ChaC1 levels correlated with more advanced stage and poorer prognosis.

Overall, these studies highlight our limited understanding of ChaC1 function. Tumor cells generally tend to have higher levels of ROS and require elevated glutathione levels for survival. However, initial observations indicated that ChaC1 participated in apoptosis and GSH degradation. Therefore, it is surprising that breast and ovarian tumors would have higher ChaC1 levels. Perhaps variants of ChaC1 have alternate functions. There is some ambiguity as to the proper start site for translation of human ChaC1, as there is another potential initiator methionine that would result in a protein that is shorter by 43 amino acid residues. In addition, there are two isoforms of the enzyme, with variant 2 resulting in a 45 amino acid deletion near the center of the coding region. It is unclear how each of these changes would impact ChaC1 function and perhaps isoform distributions of ChaC1 may be an important consideration (Goebel et al., 2012). Currently only the standard ChaC1 isoform (Kumar et al., 2012) has been characterized in vitro and further studies are clearly needed.

**Additional functions of γ-glutamylcysteine and glutathione**

The contributions of γ-glutamylcysteine and glutathione to cellular function have been expanded in two recent studies. Mitochondrial γ-glutamylcysteine was shown to be sufficient to respond to oxidative stress irrespective of the cytosolic glutathione concentration (Quintana-Cabrera and Bolanos, 2013). Specifically, γ-glutamylcysteine was shown to be an enzymatic cofactor for glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPX1), and this system was able to control mitochondrial H\(_2\)O\(_2\) concentrations to limit cellular damage. However, it is unclear how γ-glutamylcysteine is partitioned between detoxification and glutathione synthesis pathways and how oxidized γ-glutamylcysteine is reduced, as this process is not likely to be mediated by glutathione reductase.

Glutathione has been shown to participate in a futile cycle that depletes NADPH, leading to oxidative stress (Sullivan et al., 2013). Patients with hereditary leiomyomatosis and renal cell carcinoma (HLRCC) have reduced fumarate hydratase (fumarase) activity. As flux through the citric acid cycle is compromised, cells can accumulate fumarate, which serves as a proto-oncometabolite. Reduced glutathione adds across the double bond of fumarate to generate succinated glutathione. This recently identified metabolite is a substrate of glutathione reductase, which can regenerate reduced glutathione at the expense of NADPH.
As a result, the NADPH ratio drops concomitant with an increase in oxidative stress, leading to stabilization of HIF1α. Identifying the potential contributions of succinated glutathione to disease progression in other tissue types is an exciting area of future research.

**Summary**

Glutathione is a critical detoxification precursor and a vital component of redox homeostasis thought to be especially beneficial in promoting growth and survival of tumor cells. Though the enzymes of the γ-glutamyl cycle have been studied over a period of several decades, new complexities have arisen through the characterization of genetically engineered mouse models that perturb glutathione levels without directly impacting disease progression. Further advances in technologies such as mass spectrometry have improved detection limits for relevant metabolites, and revealed points of regulated flux through glutathione synthesis and salvage pathways that intersect with other central metabolic pathways also subject to reprogramming in cancer. However, as these innovations have answered mechanistic questions about the roles of glutathione in cancer, new questions have come to the forefront. For example, increases in steady state glutathione within bloodborne and peripheral solid tumors are not accompanied consistently by upregulation of the biosynthetic or salvage enzymes, and liver tumors have actually shown reduced glutathione, despite the pivotal importance of glutathione to the metabolism of this tissue in general. To resolve these questions, it will be necessary to focus attention on the structural and functional regulation of the γ-glutamyl cycle enzymes and systematically assess glutathione with respect to each perturbation. It is also increasingly evident that the pathways of central metabolism that are altered to increase general biosynthetic potential in cancer (e.g., serine and glycine metabolism, pentose phosphate pathway) are intimately related to glutathione levels. It is tempting to speculate that as tumor cells reprogram metabolism in response to microenvironment conditions, there may be co-evolution of γ-glutamyl cycle enzyme adaptations that optimally select with, or reciprocally to, the other central metabolic pathways. Detailed examination of metabolite flux in conjunction with the cross-talking pathways will be important to dissect these mechanisms and further understand the role of glutathione.
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Figure 1. Structure of glutathione
GSH is a tripeptide composed of glutamate, cysteine, and glycine. Its γ-glutamyl peptide bond makes it resistant to non-specific proteolytic cleavage.
Glutathione is maintained in a reduced state by the action of NADPH-dependent glutathione reductase. Besides its role as a general antioxidant, GSH participates in biosynthetic pathways, signaling processes, detoxification, storage and transport of key metabolites, and sustains glutaredoxin (grx)-mediated reductive processes. Additional functions are described in the text.
Figure 3. Canonical γ-glutamyl cycle

The γ-glutamyl cycle was initially proposed to describe the involvement of glutathione in transpeptidation-dependent amino acid transport, as discussed in the text (Orlowski and Meister, 1970). Since its initial description, GGCT has been suggested to use accumulated γ-glutamylcysteine as a substrate as well. A newly characterized enzyme, ChaC1, may provide a route for the intracellular degradation of glutathione, producing 5-oxoproline and cysteinylglycine (not shown). *Please note that GGT is an ectoenzyme located at the plasma membrane.
Figure 4. Homology model of human GCL
A homology model of human GCLC was generated from the closely related *S. cerevisiae* GCL structure (Biterova and Barycki, 2009). Potential sites of post-translational modifications as discussed in the text are illustrated in space filling representation. Docked into the enzyme active site are ADP and the mechanism based inhibitor L-S,R-buthionine sulfoximine (BSO), also in space filling representation. Colored atoms are as follows: yellow, sulfur; red, oxygen; deep blue, nitrogen; orange, phosphorus; gray, carbon.
Figure 5. Precursors of glutathione synthesis
Metabolic routes for the three amino acids needed for GSH biosynthesis are outlined and color coded by amino acid provision pathways: yellow, cysteine, denotes intimate crosstalk with methionine metabolism (Lu and Mato, 2012; Zhang et al., 2005); green, glycine, is directly linked to carbohydrate, serine, and choline levels (Locasale, 2013); blue, glutamine/glutamate, indicates coordination with proline and TCA cycle metabolites (Daye and Wellen, 2012). Although not illustrated, one carbon metabolism links glycine metabolism and methionine salvage pathways.